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Abstract—The smart home is one of those significant technology
trends which enhances comfort and allows the integration of
environment-friendly smart applications in daily life. It contains
a large pool of internet-enabled devices some of which have
a limited capability and operate in a specific manner. Due to
heterogeneity and operational complexity, home networks pose
extremely challenging vulnerabilities concerning privacy and
security. This paper is a review of recent attempts to provide
privacy and security in IoT smart homes. We summarize the
research efforts in the past few years, discuss and classify them
based on technologies deployed i.e. SDN, ML. We then propose
an approach for the integration of SDN with ML in the home
network for an automatic and reconfigurable network security
mechanism. We emphasize that the proposed approach addresses
the heterogeneity and scalability issues (by implementing SDN)
as well as pave ways to prevent harmful attacks efficiently and
in a timely manner.

Index Terms—Keywords–SDN, IoT, Security, Smart homes, ML.

I. INTRODUCTION

A smart home is one of the potential areas of IoT where
users can control home devices conveniently from anywhere
and at any time. By definition, a smart home refers to the
ability to control, monitor, manage and provide a context-
aware service to a home surrounding according to owner’s
will [1], [2]. A smart home network incorporates computing
techniques to interact with the smart appliances, smart heating,
lighting system. It also recognizes the activity of a home user
[3] either by a smart sensor or a web interface. That may
be voice or gesture recognition, computer vision and human
behavior [4], [5]. With a smart home utility, users are able
to access their homes remotely and manage it conveniently in
one of several ways i.e. operate temperature sensors, control
lighting system and security cameras to see if home is empty.

Thus, a smart home is a revolution where human intervention
is reduced to minimum. Everyday basic tasks and internal as
well as external surroundings of a home can be controlled
regardless of time and distance. According to an analysis by
Gartner [6], there has been a substantial year-over-year growth
in the sales of smart home devices. It still has not reached to
its full potential because there is a gap in consumer’s demand
and manufacturer’s expectations. These devices are produced
by different manufacturers and often these are interdependent
on each other within the area of home network [7].
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IoT based Smart homes are prone to cybercrime and security
exploitation which so far is a major downside of IoT as user
sensitive information is carried out on the network at any time.
Most of the communication between devices is unencrypted
[8]. Recent attacks like Mirai show that they are also evolving
with technology and becoming even more dangerous. Once a
hacker gains an access, it is easy to exploit whole network via
spoofing, eavesdropping or generating flood attack to achieve
his purpose. It comes as no surprise in today’s world that a
hacker can hack into a toaster and access someone’s entire
network.

Smart homes consist of heterogeneous sensors with no uni-
formity in device’s standards. Devices may be connected to
each other and to the internet at all the time. Different modes
of connectivity of different devices make it highly challenging
with respect to communication medium and protocols. It is not
possible to apply the same defence mechanisms to attacks in
IoT as are applied in the conventional network [9]. There is a
need to devise automated security solutions that can eliminate
these evolving attacks.

To cope up with the security loopholes in smart home tech-
nology is a major research challenge that has still not met the
requirements to its full. This paper entails a extensive review
of literature on smart home security leveraging the services of
Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Machine Learning
(ML). SDN is contributing towards control and management
of whole network. It minimizes the needs of firewalls and
other management services for the overview of whole network.
Whearas ML is one of the best ways of classifying traffic.
We believe that together as an integrated vision of SDN-ML
technologies there is a huge future research potential especially
in the case of IoT networks where one the main issue is
heterogeneous devices in one network.

Our survey represents one of the first works in the literature
to systematically investigate the joint usage of SDN and ML-
based security mechanisms in the complex and heterogeneous
environment of IoT based smart home. This survey includes an
implementation design of proposed solution using integrated
approach, allowing us to highlight the objectives as well as the
complementarity in manifold IoT environments. We conclude
by describing the future directions in this domain.

This paper offers a systematic review of the literature on smart
home security under the services of SDN and ML published
in the last 5 years (2016–2021). The search was carried out on
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3 main search engines i.e. GoogleScholar, Web of Science and
IEEE explorer. After identifying a core of roughly 50 papers on
the background, attacks, recent implementation strategies and
network management strategies, we classified them based on
several key dimensions described in the tables, and analysed a
few trends within. The survey presents some of core theoret-
ical parameters of emergent technologies in IoT based smart
homes, determines that both the technologies complement each
other in various ways. Our most surprising finding may be the
fact that until recently, most of the literature presents SDN
and ML-based security mechanisms separately in IoT despite
the wealth of published material on the topic. It clear shows
that this research domain requires more exploration to unleash
its advantages. As a foundation, the paper layout begins by
describing the background of smart homes, SDN and ML.
The work narrates recent literature on related work, compares
and summarizes it in tabular form and analyse the trends. At
the end is conclusion and future scope of research paper.

Figure 1. SDN Architecture [10]

II. RELATED WORK

In the first section, we review and organize the research work
done in the past using SDN and ML for achieving security
and privacy to the IoT based smart homes.

A. Software Defined Networking

SDN has been put forward with the concept of programmable
network platform through which network traffic management
can be done via a software. SDN splits control plane from data
plane and defines a centralised controller in the network which
monitors the performance and adjusts network configuration
dynamically. The controller maintains a global view of a
network and provides vendor independent control over the
complete network. As a result, network manager can easily

change network configuration to provide smooth operation for
devices, services and platforms [11]. SDN can become an
integral part of IoT and there is an ongoing research worldwide
for integrating SDN with IoT.

Although many research papers have broadly analyzed IoT
systems and relevant security challenges we choose some of
the latest works in the databases i.e. IEEEXplorer, ScienceDi-
rect and GoogleScholar to highlight the available trends and
find gaps that provide the researchers with a road map towards
the proposed integrated vision.

In [12], security features of SDN/NFV are analysed, a com-
parison is presented on other security countermeasures with
SDN/NFV based solutions. Awais et al. [13] emphasize on
integration of SDN/NFV in 5G environment in order to
defend the network against DDos and Authentication attacks.
In [18], various challenges in smart networks are discussed
and emphasizes that most of the challenges in the area of
smart home, smart transportation and smart e-health can be
overcome by integrating SDN in the network. An overview of
IoT architecture is entailed based security and a new gateway
layer is proposed for the security of IoT perception layer [14]
with the implication of SDN for flexible configuration and
centralised management.

Authors in [15] work on preserving privacy of IoT environ-
ments is based on the assumption that attackers rely on previ-
ously used sensitive data in an attempt to collect information
on the network. Thereby, an integration of SDN, IoT and
MTD is proposed and real addresses are replaced by fake
addresses in order to create more complexity and ambiguity in
the network for the attacker. Though it is an effective technique
but it has added computational load on the network.

Any vendor specific controller can be put into practice pro-
vided that it can communicate with devices through a commu-
nication medium. The interfaces are vital for the development
of SDN in assisting applications with different needs of
network resources. The interfaces should be open in terms
of different apps, controller and device providers. In order
to attain maximum advantage from new network architecture.
The controller connects with application layer through north
bound interface and with underlying network devices through
south bound interface. The article limits its scope to the
comparison of SDN architecture, its evolution and future
scope. There is no discussion about issues like availability,
security and scalability in SDN [21].

Some of the remarkable advantages of incorporating SDN with
IoT are: Efficient utilization of network resources, intelligent
routing traffic, giving a perception of underlying resources, and
simplifying the decision-making and action implementation
process. Smart algorithms need to be introduced in SDN
framework in order to get a maximum benefit of it [22]. In
[16], SDN together with light-weight authentication protocol
and OAuth framework is used to provide Authentication
and Authorization before allowing the communication of IoT
devices in the network. DDos attack is said to be mitigated in
a timely fashion by implementing an entropy based detection
algorithm at the SDN controller [23].
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Table I
SDN SECURITY REVIEW

Ref. Method used Attack type Validation Strategy Performance metrics Comparison
with other

studies

[12] SDN/NFV H/W Trojan,
Replication,Tampering,
Battery draining and

Malicious Code injection
attacks

Survey Scalability,
programmability, energy
efficiency and mobility

support

YES

[13] SDN/NFV DoS/DDoS Review Prompt detection and
prevention

YES

[14] SDN Network traffic anomalies
( DDoS attack mostly)

Simulations - NO

[15] SDN/MTD Identity attacks Simulations N/W stability, monitoring
and control

NO

[16] SDN together with
protocol and framework

N/W access control - N/W management YES

[17] SDN/NFV Dos attack Simulations Security and scalability YES

[18] SDN User security, Data theft,
traffic attacks

- Low-level
auto-reconfiguration of

devices

NO

[19] SDN Authentication and
Replay attacks

Simulation Privacy and low
computational complexity

YES

[20] SDN Authentication - Privacy and low
computational complexity

YES (in
computa-

tional
cost)

Given below is table 1 which highlights previous study in
terms of suggested methodology(ies) of security and privacy
to be deployed, attacks targetted, performance metrics con-
sidered, validation strategy, and a comparison with similar
studies in the literature. It is clear from the table that SDN
is used against attacks due to its capability to manage and
add flexibility in the network. Previous research work is
mostly focused on successful attempts on integrating SDN-
IoT by investigating the advantages of SDN and implying its
network centric features in a way to gain maximum benefit.
More performance metrics can be evaluated and improved by
applying ML security algorithm.

B. Machine Learning

ML is a type of Artificial Intelligence that empowers a
framework to learn from previous data rather than through
explicit programming. However, ML is not a straightforward
procedure. It consists of a variety of algorithms which act
as building blocks to the whole system. Their job is to
create a logic by learning from the training data and predict
outcomes close to reality. The more training data an algorithm
ingests, the more accurate the model is. Also, choosing a
right algorithm is very important and can be achieved by trial-
and-error in most cases. ML can be grouped into three main
categories [34].

1) Supervised learning: Supervised learning is used in a case
when a certain problem has an established set of data and
a significant information as to how that data is classified. It

tends to figure out patterns in the incoming data that can be
applied to a category that define the meaning of data.

2) Unsupervised learning: Unsupervised learning is applied
in a case when a problem has a massive amount of unlabeled
data. This category includes a set of algorithms that can help
classify this massive amount of data based on patterns or
features into groups or clusters. So, it is a process to help
change an unlabeled data into a labeled datat so that it becomes
supervised.

3) Reinforcement learning: Reinforcement learning is a be-
havioral learning model and is applied to the problems where
future actions are based on the output of present responses
and next actions are required to be forcasted. In order to get
a precise outcome, feedback is received by algorithm after
analysing the data. As the system learns through trial and error,
a sequence of successful decisions will result in the process
being “reinforced” because it best tackles the current issue.

4) Neural networks and deep learning: A neural network
consists of set of algorithms that aspires to find links in
the incoming data in a much similar way as a human brain
may operate. it contains three or more layers: an input layer,
one or many hidden layers, and an output layer. Data is fed
through the input layer and modified depending on defined
weights on the nodes of hidden layer and output layers. A
neural network may comprise of hundreds or even millions
of nodes connected to eachother. The typical neural network
may consist of thousands or even millions of simple processing
nodes that are densely interconnected in one layer. The term
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Table II
MACHINE LEARNING SECURITY REVIEW

References Literature
Method used

Attack type Validation
Strategy

Performance
metrics

Control Comparison with
other studies

[24] Review on
Forensics and
deep learning
mechanisms

Bots Survey - - YES

[25] SVM Method Network
attacks(mutation
code detection)

Simulation Accuracy Partially
centralized in
terms of data

storage

NO

[26] Hidden Markov
Model(HMM)

Network
anomaly
detection

Test bed
Simulation

Accuracy Central data
storage

YES

[27] Fusion of
statistical and

ML techniques

Network
anomaly
detection

Test bed
simulations

Threshold
determination for

accuracy
achievement

Assumes central
data

storage(gateway
connected to

sensors)

NO

[28] Multi-stage ML
algorithm

IoT device type
detection

Emulation Accuracy and
Root Relative
Squared Error

(RRSE)

External USB
attached with

gateway to store
data

YES

[29] ML algorithms Voice command
fingerprinting

attack

Simulations Accuracy and
Semantic
distance

- NO

[30] Federated
learning and data

aggregation

Anomaly
detection

- Efficiency and
better control

Cloud storage NO

[31] Supervised ML,
ANN,KNN,

Device security
and N/w security

Survey - - NO

[32] ML algorithms
and DL

Authentication,
Dos, IDS,
Malware

Survey - Distributed YES

[33] DELM and
Block Chain

Intrusion
detection

Simulations Accuracy, Miss
Rate, Sensitivity,
Specificity, False
Positive Value,

and Positive
Prediction Value

Decentralized YES

deep learning is implied when a neural network consists of
more than one hidden layers.

Several studies in the literature have attempted to employ ML
to design a security and privacy mechanism for IoT based
smart homes. We chose the latest papers to road map the gaps
and trends in case of ML based smart home security.

In an survey, Koroniotis et al. [24] suggested to deploy deep
learning and forensics techniques in the IoT architecture in
order to expose botnets. Furthermore, applicability of network
forensics is investigated and challenges are highlighted. Hou
et al. [25] has built an SVM based classifier in an effort
to provide a clear difference between mutation and regular
codes in order to detect network attacks particularly in a smart
home environment. The network detection system offers less
complexity and behaves in a timely manner by dividing the
incoming data into one of two categories and paves ways to-
wards finding network attack information. In another approach
[26], real-time data is generated from a testbed consisting
of multiple sensors deployed in a smart home environment

i.e. smart plugs, google assistant, wireless sensor tags and
NestProtect. Then, the data is trained through a hidden Markov
Model (HMM) of ML and abnormal behaviour is detected
with 97% of accuracy by the HMM behavioural modelling
of sensors. However, the work considers limited and specific
devices and does not take in account the presence of more
than one resident. A similar solution is proposed in [27],
where behavioural device templates are constructed by the
fusion of statistical and ML techniques with respect to smart
home network behaviour. Anomaly is detected based on the
idea that compromised device will move away from the centre
of cluster which is developed after the statistical metrics are
gathered. More work needs to be done in order to get an
optimal threshold and threat score which ultimately defines
the performance of this system.

In an effort [28] to identify the behaviour of smart devices
with in smart environment, ML based framework is explored
(with the help of network traffic characteristics). The work
does not deal with security of devices directly but can be made
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a foundation towards achieving security from the behavioural
modelling of devices. This work [29], targets the security and
privacy of smart home speakers in particular. Privacy leakage
is investigated and voice command fingerprinting attack is
focused which is essentially a type of traffic analysis. Whereas
more work needs to be done on this side. In [30], IOTFLA
architecture is proposed based on the idea of federated learning
in IoT based smart homes to cater data security and privacy.
It’s merits and demerits are discussed in terms of implemen-
tation in the world of IoT. In [33], authors present resource
efficient ML and block chain based security solution to smart
home network.

Table 2 is a synoptic view of the previous work in terms
of suggested methodology(ies), targeted attacks, performance
metrics, validation strategy, and a comparison with similar
studies in the literature. The practical realization of most of
ML based schemes is not hindered by technical issues, but
by the lack of availability of training data and resources for
efficiently accessing and analysing ongoing network traffic
features that can in turn abstract from detecting attacks in
a timely manner. It emerges from the table that a variety of
performance metrics can be evaluated using ML algorithms
due to its ability to classify traffic effectively. We can enhance
capability of an ML model by adding SDN and giving a
network centric global view to ML model.

C. SDN and ML integration

Ea :÷÷÷÷÷
" .

I

Figure 2. Smart home architecture

This section enlists nearly all the research papers from the
past that have worked on the integrated vision of SDN and
ML for achieving security or privacy in IoT applications. This
section is an update to all the past work done on security and
privacy using SDN-ML approach. We come to the conclusion
that when considering this approach in IoT environments very
little work done in the past. [35] is a good attempt to provide a
roadmap of open research challenges when applying SDN/ML
concepts and thus is a step forward towards IoT security. Tang
et al. in [36] and [37] has used deep learning for SD-IoT

environment to predict future network traffic loads at switches
and further assign channel resouce. This is not related to
security of IoT but advocates to traffic congestion in SD-
IoT environment which can be modelled towards achieving
security in IoT. [38] explores ML methodologies with the aim
of anomaly detection SD-IoT network environment. Similar
work is proposed in [39] where ML is leveraged to enhance
security of SDN based IoT architecture. A lot of work has
been done in catering that security loopholes of SDN with the
help of ML whereas this is out of scope of this paper since
we are reviewing the security of IoT architecture in context of
SDN- and ML- integration. We come to the conclusion that
there is no such work presented specifically in a smart home
environment.

Table 3 presents previous study in terms of inclusion of
SDN/ML review, validation strategy, objective for SDN/ML
integration and which IoT application has been targetted in
those papers. The table summarizes that there is no SDN/ML
integration survey presented before our work in the case of
smart home application of IoT. Where one such survey is
done for smart cities with similar emphasis and approach,
we believe that it will be very effective for smart homes
specifically due to its heterogeneous and complex nature. In
this way, it is the first work of its type.

In addition, it emerges that there is a need to devise a
security system which can not only address heterogeneity and
scalability of devices with in the home network but also access,
track, and analyse the huge amounts of information being
generated by different devices over time. SDN deployment
can facilitate heterogeneity and scalability issue and give a
centralised control over the network. SDN makes the whole
network more flexible in order to add ML based network
defense mechanisms.

Since our literature review displays that the research in this
area is still in its embryonic stage, we aim to lay foundation
for the expansion of smart home security for next generation
of IoT. We believe that another key contribution of this review
is represented by a detailed discussion on future research
directions towards the broad deployment of SDN/ML-based
security solutions in IoT.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

In order to test the hypothesis, following is the design model.

The design model 2 consists of a smart home network in which
smart appliances are communicating with each other and to
the internet. The home network is integrated with Software-
Defined controller and switch in such a way that all the
network traffic is passing through the switch. The controller is
communicating with SD switch. For simplicity, it is assumed
that home router is SDN enabled. To enable security to the
whole network, it is first divided in to four set of classes based
on types of devices and traffic generated.

Class A: consists of all the simple devices or sensors who can
perform only a specific task. i.e Coffee machine, light bulb,
smart washer.
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Table III
SDN AND ML FOR IOT SECURITY

References SDN security review ML security review Validation Strategy Objective Year IoT application
presumed

[35] Yes Yes Review Road map of challenges
related to the application
of ML and SDN in IoT

security

2018 -

[36] No No Simulations Assigning a suitable
channel to SDN-IoT

switch with a purpose of
avoiding network

congestion

2018 -

[37] No No Simulations Forecasting traffic load
and network congestion

and then allocating
channels to SDN-IoT

2018 -

[38] No No Simulations Exploring the use of ML
for anomaly detection in
IoT networks connected

through SDN

2019 -

[39] Yes Yes Survey Enhancing the security of
SDN based architecture

of IoT

2018 Smart city

[40] SDN No Simulations Enhhancing device
classification and

malicious traffic detection

2021 Smart home

Class B: consists of set of smart devices that offer a wide range
of capabilities, services and applications to the users i.e. smart
phone, laptop, tablets.

Class C: consists of video streaming devices. i.e Security
cameras, TV.

Class D: consists of wired network devices. i.e computer,
printer.

Having divided the whole network in to classes, ML network
defense algorithms can be designed with suitability to the
traffic generated.

Here are the steps of methods with which network security is
achieved: Firstly, devices that belong to different classes need
an authentication before communicating with each other. This
is achieved by defining a criteria against matching rules in
SDN switch. Secondly, use ML based approach to train a data
model and look out for intrusion, if any, in the home system.
In case of intrusion, ML algorithm will feed its output to SDN
controller which will then let the switch know to block that
particular traffic and prevent from getting into the network

IV. CONCLUSIONS

IoT based Smart home is one of those significant technology
trends which enhances comfort and allows integration of
environment friendly smart applications in daily human life. It
contains a vast pool of internet enabled devices some of which
have a limited capability and operate in a specific manner only.
In this paper, we have provided a novel prospective on one of
biggest research challenge nowadays which is IoT based smart

home security. This consists of a rare blend of SDN and ML
based concepts. The basic idea behind this is to provide a
platform through which overall architecture can be simplified
and network traffic management can be done via software.

It is highly likely that with the growth of IoT services,
new threats and security risks will also emerge. There is no
guaranteed solution which can address all these issues at once.
More work needs to be done in this direction. By deploying
SDN in the architecture, network security engineers are able to
monitor network behaviour, program and control it. Moreover,
it provides more flexibility to add defense techniques i.e. ML
algorithms in the network.

We have shed light on the services of smart home and
the future research scope. Moreover, we summarized recent
proposed solutions, attacks targeted and accordant state-of-art
research. We argue that the risks and vulnerabilities are likely
to increase with the advancement of smart home technology.
Therefore, emphasis remains on the integration of SDN with
IoT and the concept of ML in such a way that ongoing
traffic pattern is analysed repeatedly, malicious behaviour, if
any, is detected, necessary measures are taken to undo the
attack and finally, suspicious link is blocked. We advocate that
our network-centric notion can pave ways for security in the
outgrowing smart-homes.
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